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Trump introduces new alternative liberty

For the last month or so, 
I have sort of  laid low in this 
political nightmare that is 
unfolding before us. Choosing 
to avoid the cheap shots I 
would normally take at Donald 
Trump has allowed me to save 
my energy and actually think 
about the lasting impact of  his 
presidency. 

During this month, though, 
a lot has happened, and while 
Trump has only been in offi ce 
for about three weeks, our 
country has changed, showing 
the good and the bad. 

Trump has signed executive 
orders such as advancing 
construction of  the Dakota 
Access and Keystone XL 
Pipelines and an order increasing 
border security, which included 
a border wall being built 
between the U.S. and Mexico. 
Then, on Jan. 27, he signed an 
order that made changes to the 
visa and refugee programs in 
the U.S.. This immediately took 
place, and since then has been 
fuel to ongoing protests that are 
taking place across the country.

During the Obama 
Administration, Republicans 
were dead set against Obama’s 
executive orders, repeatedly 
calling him an imperial president. 
If  that is the case, then what 
does that make Trump?  

The executive order that 
made changes to refugee 
programs in the U.S. included 
a 90-day ban of  immigrants 
and non-immigrants from 
seven different Middle Eastern 
countries, all of  which are 
predominantly Muslim.  

In an interview with ABC’s 
David Muir, Trump said that 
this extreme vetting is necessary 
to prevent terror attacks in the 
U.S., referring to San Bernardino 
attack and 9/11 as examples 
to as why immigrants must be 
banned from these countries. 

If  Trump’s alternative fact 
was true, I could understand 
where he is coming from, but 
his ignorance fl ashed whenever 
it was revealed that the San 
Bernardino attackers and the 
9/11 hijackers both came from 
countries not on Trump’s list.

So, why ban immigrants 
from those countries? Simply 
because they are Muslim. 

While Trump has carried out 
what he pledged to do during 
his campaign, he has done so 
through governing by executive 
order. 

Out of  this darkness, we 
have only begun to resist even 
more and open our arms with 
positive light, embracing the 
people our president neglects.

Colleges across the nation 
are urging the changes to be 
cancelled to protect those with 
student visas. Protesters stand 
inside of  airports welcoming 
in international travellers. Even 
our country’s acting Attorney 
General would not stand for 
this. 

On Jan. 30, U.S. Attorney 
General Sally Yates instructed 
the Justice Department to not 
defend Trump’s immigration 
and refugee executive order. 
Therefore, Trump did the only 
thing he actually knows how 
to do and treated her like a star 
on the Celebrity Apprentice -- 
You’re fi red. 

This is how liberty dies. 
Yes, on Feb. 3 the Ninth 

District Appeal Court 
temporarily blocked the 
enforcement of  Trump’s ban, 
and as of  Feb. 7 is currently 
undergoing the appeal process. 
Regardless, there is still no 
coming back from this. 

Trump took his anger to 
Twitter yet again, calling the 
judge who opposed him a “so-
called judge.”

In the past, presidents 
have respected their judges, 
understanding that sometimes 
there must be bipartisan 
relationships to make the 
country work for everyone. 

Trump seems to forget 
this whole check-and-balances 
thing that is taught in every 
high school government class 
(but then again he appointed 
Betsy DeVos as Secretary of  
Education, so how could he 
really know what is going on in 
the classroom). 

With checks-and-balances 
our government has worked 
beautifully now for 226 years, 
and Trump obviously does not 
understand the way it works. 
Presidential power only goes 
so far, but the same goes for 
judicial and legislative power. 

This is a man who is ignorant 
to democracy’s basic guidelines 
and believes everything must go 
exactly the way he wants. 

Trump says he does not 
want terror in this country, and 
neither do I, but the very terror 
he speaks of  all began when he 
introduced fear into the hearts 
of  the American people. Across 
the nation we continue to resist 
and protest an inexperienced 
leader, fi ghting for liberty and 
knowing that soon it will lead to 
the end of  Trump’s illegitimate 
presidency. 

Something Not 
About Hockey
Braden Schroeder

To grade President Donald Trump’s fi rst three weeks in 
offi  ce, go to fchsbagpiper.wordpress.com and participate 
in the poll. 
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Placed a ban on seven 
predominantly Muslim 
countries
Plans to build U.S.- 
Mexico border wall

Believes public schools 
should be more like 
private schools
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Proposed a 20 percent 
import tax on Mexican 
goods
Opposes NAFTA & TPP


